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1. Is trade limited to trade flows?
The core of the DCFTA is about increasing trade between the EU and
Ukraine, and rightly so it is considered as a priority on both sides:
Nataliya Mykolska, "10 victories from free trade with the EU", :
"1. Exports of goods and services to the EU are constantly increasing. As
a result of the 6 months of 2017, the European Union is the main trading partner
of Ukraine with a total turnover of goods and services of 39.9 percent.
Important, that exports to the EU amounted to $9.4 billion and increased by 22.8
percent, or by $1.7 billion."
EEAS: "Latest statistics: Ukraine's trade with the EU boosted by the first full year
of the Association Agreement", "One year after the entry into force of the EUUkraine Association Agreement (1st January 2016), the trade statistics released
by the Ukrainian State Statistics Service report an increase in exports to the EU
in 2016 compared to 2015."

1. Is trade limited to trade flows?
And indeed trade between the EU and Ukraine is growing, and exports from
Ukraine to the EU are now back to pre-crisis level:

1. Is trade limited to trade flows?
And the EU has now become by far the main export destination for Ukraine, way
above Russia for instance:

1. Is trade limited to trade flows?
But more trade and investments also means more than pure trade flows:
 Western companies that invest here export values and pratices
 They are less likely to accept corruption schemes
 They are more likely to be transparent
 They are more likely to use the court systems to solve cases
 … and combined with the pressure of EU Member States Embassies and of the
EU Delegation this entails concrete results on the ground

1. Is trade limited to trade flows?
Example of concrete situation where EU companies have taken the "normal
route" to solve cases:
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1. Is trade limited to trade flows?
What are the main priorities for EU companies on the ground? (survey on the
European Business Association, 2016)

2. The DCFTA as a "Deep and comprehensive" Agreement
Title IV TRADE AND TRADE RELATED MATTERS (= the DCFTA)
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

1 – National treatment and market access for goods
2 – Trade remedies
3 – Technical barriers to trade
4 – Sanitary and phytosanitary measures
5 – Customs and trade facilitation
6 – Establishment, trade in services and electronic commerce
7 – Current payments and movement of capital
8 – Public procurement
9 – Intellectual property
10 – Competition
11 – Trade related energy
12 – Transparency
13 – Trade and sustainable development
14 – Dispute settlement
15 - Mediation

2. The DCFTA as a "Deep and comprehensive" Agreement
Main objective: facilitate trade and investments…but also protect numerous "EU
values":
E.g. consumer protection
Chapter 3 - Industrial goods - Technical Barriers to Trade (TBTs)
One of the most important problems that Ukrainian and European exporters face
on a day-to-day is the problem of different technical norms and standards
The DCFTA foresees widespread alignment between Ukrainian and EU standards,
both for industrial goods and agricultural products
This is positive for trade, but also very positive for Ukrainian consumers and
citizens

2. The DCFTA as a "Deep and comprehensive" Agreement
Main objective: facilitate trade and investments…but also protect numerous "EU
values":
E.g. consumer protection
Chapter 4 – Animals, animal products, plants and plant products – SPS
In parallel with its commitments on technical barriers to trade, Ukraine also
commits itself in the DCFTA to align with EU legislation and standards on all
animal health, food safety and plant health measures
In addition, a special cooperation mechanism is foreseen to monitor progress and
make recommendations on changes to UA's legislation in this field
Again, this is positive for trade, but also very positive for Ukrainian consumers
and citizens

2. The DCFTA as a "Deep and comprehensive" Agreement
Main objective: facilitate trade and investments…but also protect numerous "EU
values":
E.g. transparency and responsible use of taxpayers' money, fight against
corruption
Chapter 8 – Public procurements

There will be gradual alignment of UA's legislation on public procurement with
that of the EU. With the sole exception of the defence sector, this would allow
mutual unrestricted access of EU and UA suppliers and service providers to each
others public procurement markets

2. The DCFTA as a "Deep and comprehensive" Agreement
Main objective: facilitate trade and investments…but also protect numerous "EU
values":
E.g. fair and open markets
Chapter 10 – Competition policy
Competition policy is another area which should see major improvements. UA
has agreed to progressively align its legislation with that of the EU in a number
of fields, including on state aid, subsidies, and transparency of decisions

2. The DCFTA as a "Deep and comprehensive" Agreement
Main objective: facilitate trade and investments…but also protect numerous "EU
values":
E.g. protection of creative industries, innovation, property rights
Chapter 9 – Intellectual Property Rights
There are very detailed provisions in the DCFTA regarding intellectual property
rights, including a strong section on enforcement of legislation based on EU rules
and detailed provisions on so-called geographical indications (GIs)
This is a way to value creation and protect artists and innovators from the
deprivation of their rights

3. Trade and Sustainable Development provisions in the DCFTA
The DCFTA belongs to the New generation of agreements that address broader
issues than trade-related ones
Report on the Implementation of the Trade Policy Strategy Trade for All Delivering a Progressive Trade Policy to Harness Globalisation:
(ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2017/EN/COM-2017-491-F1-EN-MAINPART-1.PDF)
"Two years ago, the Trade for All strategy set out a vision for a trade policy that
is transparent and responsible, benefits all citizens, provides jobs and growth,
and modern solutions for the realities of today's global trade. (…). At home,
Europe saw an unprecedented public debate about the purpose and legitimacy of
trade agreements, linked with renewed concerns about the effects of
globalisation. In world trade, there is a real danger of a protectionist resurgence.
(…) In this environment, a trade policy that is effective, transparent and
based on values is needed more than ever before. "

3.. Trade and Sustainable Development provisions in the DCFTA
"IV. ANCHORING TRADE AND INVESTMENT POLICY IN UNIVERSAL VALUES
A trade and investment policy that delivers for everyone responds to citizens’
concerns and reflects the universal values the Union adheres to.
First of all, this means that no trade agreement will lead to lower levels of
consumer, environmental or social and labour protection than offered in the EU
today, or compromise on fundamental rights. Further, EU agreements leave
governments hands free to achieve legitimate public objectives, and all the EU’s
negotiating texts reaffirm this point. This approach safeguards progress within
the Union.
In turn, the EU's values and standards also shape its engagement
abroad. Basing trade policy on EU and universal values allows the EU to
shape globalisation to promote sustainable development both at home
and abroad, contributing to the UN Sustainable Development Goals and
initiatives such as the Paris climate agreement."

3. Trade and Sustainable Development provisions in the DCFTA
DCFTA Chapter 13 on Trade and Sustainable Development provides for the
facilitation and promotion of trade and foreign direct investment in
environmental goods, services and technologies, renewable energy, energyefficient products and eco-labelled goods, etc.
In order to monitor the implementation of and compliance with the measures
covered by this Chapter, the Parties agreed to set up a separate institutional
mechanism. This mechanism should include:

•

the Advisory Group on sustainable development. The Advisory Group
should comprise independent representative organisations of civil society in a
balanced representation of employers and workers organisations, nongovernmental organisations as well as other relevant stakeholders.

•

the Sub-Committee for Trade and Sustainable Development

3. Trade and Sustainable Development provisions in the DCFTA
Concrete impact: Sustainable forest management and related wood
production and processing
The EU is concerned about the continuing wood export ban. The issue has been
raised several times in many formats already, and in particular in a letter to First
Vice Prime Minister Kubiv early march 2018. It was hope that Ukraine could
quickly adopt the law to repeal the wood export ban which has been registered in
the Verkhovna Rada in February 2017.

The EU is providing assistance in that sense, to better address the forestry
management issues

3. Trade and Sustainable Development provisions in the DCFTA
Concrete impact: implementation of ILO core labour conventions
Ukraine needs to complement its legal framework needed to ensure that the
State Labour Services (SLS) can perform its functions in line with the ILO
standards
Ukraine needs to adopt a new Labour Code. First draft has been registered by VR
on 26 December 2014, after consultations an improved draft has been adopted in
first reading in October, 2015 and from that time is waiting for second reading.

3. Trade and Sustainable Development provisions in the DCFTA
Concrete impact: Environmental conventions
Ukraine was the first European country to ratify the Paris Agreement on Climate
Change (Law № 1469-VIII dated from 14 July 2016). However, implementation
of its commitments proves difficult and does appear as a political priority.
An important step to reduce energy consumption is be the creation of the Energy
Efficiency Fund by the Ukrainian government which will need to be followed by
further steps monitoring and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Ukraine has made overdue progress in the implementation of the Espoo and the
Aarhus Conventions by adopting the laws on Environmental Impact Assessment
and Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment

Conclusion
Trade and DCFTA influences values:
•

Because trade flows also means "exporting values, behaviour an dpractices"

•

Because the DCFTA is about much more than just trade flow

•

Because the DCFTA specifically embeds value-based provisions via the TSD
chapter in particular

But values also influence trade flows!
•

Main obstacles to trade are not always pure "trade barriers"

•

What lacks Ukraine to benefit from the DCFTA are actually "value-based"
reforms: judicial system, rule of law, fair and transparents rules of the game,
etc.

